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If you Believe you can, You can!

 
 
 

Amer Ali is certified corporate trainer and multiple times TEDx speaker. He has been 

active in the field of training for more than five years. He has earned the name of 

Problem solver in his domain of corporate sector. 
 

With extensive experience in creating programs, Amer has successfully designed and 
delivered life Project Management workshops. He has trained over 10,000 people in 
PMP- Project Management Professional, PMI-RMP (Risk Management Professional), 
PMI-SP (Scheduling Professional), PMI-PBA (Professional Business Analyst).  All his 
trainings are customized according to client requirement and they are designed to 
meet the organization's retention rate and followed up with courses to meet 
productivity goals afterwards. Due to his interactive training during the workshop and 
mentoring after workshop his success rate is nearly 100% in all training of certification 
program for PMI-Project Management institute 
Amer has a diverse educational and training background. He has done Mechanical 

Engineering from U.E.T Lahore. He is the only Pakistani corporate trainer having 

multiple international certifications in major domain of business. His strength comes 

through his unique ability to understand the business of his client. Through the 

systematic framework which includes TNA -Training needs assessment he uncovers 

untold requirement and need of his client to understand the knowledge and skills his 

participants require to increase their performance and productivity. 
 

Amer uses modern interactive tools and techniques in a creative way. He designs and 

delivers his programs in a way that excites and motivates participants to use new 

skills and change their behaviors. He also helps his clients to break the potential 

barriers, He provides them with creative solutions to overcome those obstacles. 
 

Amer believes that hardware of human being is the same as that for centuries. 

However, software is constantly being upgraded. His training programs considered to 

be an opportunity for participants to “let loose” and nourish their minds. He 

combines the science of training and art of humor in such way that participants 

experience WAH moment. 
 

His favorite hobby is Book Reading and favorite task is designing the future. His 
favorite Authors are Qaiser Abbas, Robin Sharma, Brian Tracy, Tony Robins, and 
Marshal Goldsmith. His favorite book is “The Monk who sold his Ferrari”. 

 
Amer is Certified trainer from Pakistan’s premium trainer & coach Qaiser Abbas, 
endorsed by world’s number 1 leadership coach Marshall Goldsmith. Amer has also 
co-facilitated Qaiser Abbas in his trainings. Amer is also certified funcilitator by 
Farhad karamally - Funverks. 
He has designed/facilitated/co-facilitated training for the following organizations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Receiving Trainer Certification from 
Pakistan’s Premium Trainer Qaiser Abbas 
 

PMP Training at ANDRITZ Hydro 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Giving a talk at TEDx Kinnaird 
 

 
Training at Pearl Continental Lahore 
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